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If OSHA knocked on your company’s door, would you be ready? Do you know what
might put you at increased risk for an inspection? Do you know what to expect
during the inspection? And, after? Join us during this webcast to get answers to your
questions on the OSHA inspection process. We’ll discuss:

What goes on during an inspection,
What OSHA looks for,
What your rights are as an employer,
How to get fines reduced, and
Much more!

We will also save time for a live Q&A session.
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Edwin Zalewski, Senior Editor – EHS, J. J. Keller & Associates, Inc.

As a Senior Editor at J. J. Keller & Associates, Inc., Edwin specializes in workplace
safety  topics  such as  walking working surfaces,  powered industrial  trucks,  and
injury/illness recordkeeping.  He researches and creates content for a variety of
safety-related topics, contributes to several products, and is the lead editor for the
OSHA  Compliance  for  General  Industry  manual  and  the  Environmental  Safety
Training Advisor newsletter. He also helps customers with their safety compliance
questions, speaks at live events, and contributes to leading trade magazines.
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Travis Rhoden, Senior Editor – EHS, J. J. Keller & Associates, Inc.

Travis Rhoden has been an editor with J. J. Keller and Associates, Inc. for over 20
years.  He specializes in the areas of  safety management and auditing.  Prior to
joining  J.  J.  Keller,  Travis  worked  as  a  safety  manager  for  a  Midwest-based
manufacturer of heavy-duty trucks and buses. He holds a master’s degree in Loss
Prevention and Safety Administration from Eastern Kentucky University.
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